Mobility as a
Service (MaaS)
And how it is changing
fleet safety management

Fleet Management is already shifting towards “Mobility Management”, with the
scope of the role covering a broader selection of transport and mobility options for
employees. But what are the implications for the management of employee safety
while traveling on company business?

The new normal
Mobility as a Service (MaaS) describes a
shift away from personally-owned modes of
transportation towards mobility solutions that
are consumed as a service. It brings public and
private modes of transportation together to
provide a seamless way of getting around.
The idea of “renting” transportation services when
you need them, rather than owning or using a
personal vehicle, is already growing in popularity,
particularly in larger, heavily congested cities.

The key focus of MaaS
is on the person and
their individual mobility
needs vs. the vehicle.
Experts predict that MaaS will result in the
transportation landscape looking very different
in the future than it does today. Rather than
travelers buying travel cards or tickets for each
form of transport, getting from one location to
another is expected to be seamless.
Many forms of transport fit under the MaaS
“umbrella” including planes, trains, buses, taxis,
ride-shares, car-sharing schemes, e-scooters
and bicycles!
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The changing role
of the fleet manager
Fleet management is already seeing a shift towards mobility
management. Companies that would have traditionally employed
fleet managers to buy, sell, and maintain multiple company
vehicles for employee use are expanding the scope of the role to
cover mobility, or hiring dedicated “mobility managers” to focus on
a broader selection of transportation and mobility options for the

It’s no longer about
running a fleet of
vehicles and managing

employee.

everything that comes

The typical responsibilities of a mobility manager might include

with that – including

vehicle, budgeting and maintenance, with the addition of the
needs of employees who travel using alternative modes of
transport. The mobility manager might also be involved in
encouraging employees to avoid traveling altogether, where
possible – for example, arranging conference calls or telephone

policies, driver training,
insurance, maintenance

meetings, in place of face-to-face appointments.

and repairs – it’s about

The increasing scope of a mobility manager’s responsibilities may

finding the most suitable

require a greater understanding of the overall costs of different
modes of transport; the environmental impact of these modes
of transport and, most importantly, the safety of these modes of
transport. In some ways, the mobility manager is adopting some of
the responsibilities that might traditionally have been associated
with HR.
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from point A to point B.
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in the United
States4

Shifting the
focus from
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to ‘mobility’
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towns/cities – might also become
commonplace in the MaaS environment,
giving companies that are too small to
finance a fleet of their own the ability to
access all of the same travel options of
larger companies.

Multi-User Vehicles
With more companies considering shared
vehicle programs to minimize vehicle
downtime and increase the availability of
vehicles to employees, vehicle familiarity
could be a concern. For example, are

Safety
First

people comfortable with the controls/safety
features, and are the required vehicle checks
being carried out consistently by all users?
For companies that use telematics solutions,
there is also the consideration of how to
continue obtaining the desired data, specific
to the employee, rather than the vehicle.

Incident Reporting
Regardless of the mode of transportation
used, it is important that employees are
aware of the required reporting procedures

MaaS brings with it numerous
implications for fleets, including
cost benefit analysis, Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR),
sustainability considerations and
potential effect on customers.
Yet, it is crucial that employee
safety remains the priority,
regardless of the mode of
transport used.

Policies and Procedures
At the basic level, organizations
might need to adapt safe travel
policies and procedures to
recognize the multiple forms
of transportation available to
employees. Policies should
clearly explain to employees the
transportation options available
to them and how to prioritize
safety and security while using
various types of transportation.

in the event of an incident/collision. It is
likely that this will involve discussions with
a company’s insurance provider in order
to clarify the reporting/claims process if an
employee is involved in an incident/collision
at work while using public transportation or a
shared vehicle, for example.

Training/Coaching
Employee training forms an important
part of a fleet risk management program,
including one with multiple transportation
options. With an increase in transportation
choices available to employees, it might be
necessary to provide training on an ongoing
basis that covers the risk factors specific to
various modes of transportation, not just
safe driving. This might include, for example,
the safe use of e-scooters and safe cycling;
incorporating risky behaviors such as
distraction and speeding.

The ongoing role
of technology
As with most areas of fleet and organizational management,

The smartphone provides multiple engagement opportunities for

technology is central to the MaaS environment – after all,

fleet managers to employ with their drivers including gamification,

it’s the way that users will book, manage and pay for travel.

competitions, informal chat-style messaging and weekly updates

However, smartphone technology also plays a crucial role in

to employees.

the management of safety for companies that adopt a MaaS
approach to mobility.

With the ability to book transportation options, make payments
and most importantly help employees put safety first, the

Smartphone technology moves with the employee, not

smartphone is certain to be an integral part of the road to MaaS

the vehicle; meaning telematics data gathered through the

for companies the world over.

smartphone is specific to that particular employee. Smartphone
technology not only enables companies to continue gathering
crucial safety insights such as speeding, harsh maneuvers and
distraction, but it also enables employees to record information
such as vehicle checks and to report incidents/collisions directly
from their smartphone, accelerating claims processing and
reducing costs. Additionally, smartphone technology can be
used by companies to provide targeted training directly to the
employee.

96% of 25-34 year olds
and 91% of 35-54 year-olds
own a smartphone2
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To find out more about how eDriving can help your organization
manage the safety of employees throughout this changing
period of mobility and transportation, visit www.edriving.com,
email fleet@edriving.com or telephone 855-999-9094.

